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Issue accessing/setting default value of table
column in SQLite database I'm using a SQLite

database and am attempting to set the default
value of a field in the database (longType in the
case below) to -1 or False to signify a value has

not been set yet. I can set and retrieve this
field's value just fine, but when I attempt to set
it to -1 or False I get a SQLITE_BAD_DATABASE

exception. Is there any reason I'm receiving this
error? Is there another way to set a column's

default value so that I can be assured of a
value being set? I would really like to avoid

if(oldValue == -1) checks, but if I don't want to
use if statements I'm stuck. def
set_longType(self, value): row =

self.cursor.execute("SELECT longType FROM
frequencyTypes WHERE name =?", (value, ))

self.cursor.rowcount longType = row[0]
if(longType == -1): longType = False

self.cursor.execute("UPDATE frequencyTypes
SET longType =? WHERE name =?", (longType,
value, )) return self.cursor.rowcount A: Perhaps
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you meant instead: if(row[0] == -1): longType
= False You are here Appointments You are

here Cancer Care Ontario provides patient care
to more than 4.8 million people. To ensure that

care is provided at a time and place
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in selling its local unit, T&S, which has been
acquired by a private group earlier this year.
diet for commercial shrimp New Anheuser-

Busch InBev joint venture Â Brazil's wholesaler
IBP selected to help Anheuser-Busch InBev Â or

UBI to acquire the local unit and expects the
deal to close this year. Pepsi is also interested
in selling its local unit, T&S, which has been
acquired by a private group earlier this year.

India's top private sector lender ICICI Bank and
state-run banks are all exploring a sale of their

82% in Sterlite Technologies, a unit of Tamil
Nadu-based smelter and refining company

Vedanta Resources and leading mining
company Anadarko Petroleum Corp. diet for

commercial shrimp New Anheuser-Busch InBev
joint venture Â Brazil's wholesaler IBP selected

to help Anheuser-Busch InBev Â or UBI to
acquire the local unit and expects the deal to

close this year. Pepsi is also interested in
selling its local unit, T&S, which has been

acquired by a private group earlier this year.
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India's top private sector lender ICICI Bank and
state-run banks are all exploring a sale of their

82% in Sterlite Technologies, a unit of Tamil
Nadu-based smelter and refining company

Vedanta Resources and leading mining
company Anadarko Petroleum Corp. The

offshoot, UCG, which shipped three batches of
delisted BSE stocks on Friday, is trading at Rs
240.4 on BSE as of 01.04.2013. Between 1995

and 2000, when Angel was being run by VC
Manmohan Shetty, unlisted telecom and. The
offshoot, UCG, which shipped three batches of
delisted BSE stocks on Friday, is trading at Rs
240.4 on BSE as of 01.04.2013. Between 1995

and 2000, when Angel was being run by VC
Manmohan Shetty, unlisted telecom and. Banks

including ING, Standard Chartered, ICICI
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